FLAT ART
Jury evaluation criteria
Work definition (sharpness): was the nail art clear and visible? Is the design
recognisable?

Max.
Score
10

Use of colours: do the colours used match properly? Are they fluent and well
defined?
Difficulty level: is the nail art on tips simple or complex? Has it been carried out
with proficiency and technical ability? Are the processing techniques used various
and coherently combined?

10

Theme continuity: is the work design previously done flowing and does it match on
every tip?
Theme novelty: is the proposed theme amazing, original, exciting and never seen
before?
Difference: is the depth of the design visible? Was the entrant clever in realizing
the perspective?
Theme balance: are the tips entirely decorated? Is there any excessive blank space
among them? Are all the elements coherently placed?
Design neatness: is the product completely dried? Is there any trace of dust or
other materials? Is the design tidy, without imperfection or smears not relating
with the design?
Work description: did the entrant display the descriptions of the work submitted
in a clear and complete way in relation to the rules requests?
Theme: Free, at the entrant’s discretion
Total score:

10
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Entrants may submit a nail work, done on a minimum of 5 tips to a maximum of 10 tips.
The minimum length of the tips is 2 cm and a maximum of 12 cm, they must be of different sizes.
The shape of the tips is free
The tips cannot be glued together
The tips must be removed from the box for evaluation (the jury will not evaluate the box); the tips that
cannot be removed will not be evaluated
Entrants are allowed to use any artistic technique, provided they do not display any kind of embossed
work; otherwise the work will receive a penalty up to a maximum of 10 points (minimum 1 point per nail).
Not allowed: rhinestones, glitter, decals, stamping, prefabricated nail art, and in general any decoration has
not been hand made and / or it creates embossed work; otherwise the work will receive a penalty up to a
maximum of 10 points (minimum 1 point per nail).
The work must be supported by a brief description: theme (title of the work) and list of the artistic
techniques used
Previously awarded works during the Aesthetic Nails Challenge Championship aren’t allowed

